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A mobile laboratory has been assembled for the Office of Safeguards and Security to be
used for "on-site" inspection of plant operations handling special nuclear materials. The
necessary chemistry on the collected sample and a rapid measurement of the isotopic composi-
tion, with the use of a quadrupole mass spectrometer, can be performed on uranium, plu-
tonium, and other elemer.ts.

The vehicle is a 22-foot long Model G Fleetwood mobile home. It contains all the
needs and requirements for the chemical preparation and the isotopic measurements of the
samples. The quadrupole and control unit are mounted in two modules which are anchored on
a IO'.J bench on the left side of the vehicle. A microscope, vortex mi.xer, and a centrifuge
are mounted on a work bench on the right side.

The mobile laboratory has three electrical systems. One provides 115-volt power to
operate all 115-volt instruments and appliances. This system is used when power is avail-
able from a public utility. A fifty-foot heavy-duty power cord is available to be plugged
into any adequate 115-volt power source. A second power source is a self-contained in-
verter which operates frori two heavy-duty 12-volt marine batteries. The output is 1000
volt amperes at 115 volts, with a low distortion sinusoidal wave form. The batteries,
which can tolerate many deep discharge cycles, are charged by a 130-anpere Generator turned
by the vehicle engine. This power is used to keep the cuadrupole pulping syster. function-
ing while in transit. The inverter will continue to furnish 115-volt power for more than
two hours while the vehicle enqine is turned off. A third source of power uses an on-board
auxiliary battery to provide power for 12-volt lighting, appliances, and accessories.

The mass spectrometer is a Balrers quadrupole i.iass spectrometer rode! Q!'G 311. The
instrument was assembled in two modules and adapted for thermal ionization by the
J. Pernicka Corporation. The pumping system is comprised of a Pfeiffer turborolecular
pump and Pfeiffer direct drive rotary vane backing ;>unp. Pressures of 10"- torr are rou-
tinely maintained. A 0-12 amnere d.c. power supply furnishes current for the thermal
ionization filament. The ion measurement system is co-posed of a 17-stane Cu/Ee secondary
electron multiplier with G range of 10"-" to Ifr- amperes ar.d a linear amplifier with an
output limit of 10 volts. A Tektronix 31 programmable calculator serves both to control
mass scarning and acquire and process data. The information may be recorded on thermal
paper tape or bull; storage is available on cassette tapes. These arc convenient for storage
of different programs ar.d also serves as a lcr.g-tern storage for mass spectral data. The
thermal ion probe is 20 cm long ar.d the barrel! is 1.6 en fn dia-etcr. The hif:f);y polisired
surfaces aid in sliding the prooe thrciich the "0' rings in the vacuum, lock while maintain-
ing vacuum integrity. The filament posts are spaced 6 r.-.i apart by 2 fused glass insulator.
The ends of a "V" shaped rhenium filament are spot welded to the opposite sides of the
posts. The end view ivould show thp filament lying diagonally between the two posts. The
reason for this configuration is to assure that the sample at the center of the filament
would lie on the field axis of the quadrupole. The thenral ion probe vacuum lock is rounh
Dumped by a second Pfeiffer direct drive pump. A sample cha:;re may be made ar.d operating
pressure obtained in less than four minutes.
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Uranium standards were loaded on resin beads, a technique developed at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory several years ago.1 This involves adjusting the pH of the solution,
adding a tracer of an enriched isotope, if needed, and exposing the solution to resin beads
by agitating in a vortex mixer for 20 minutes. One bead is selected and mounted at the
center of the "V" shaped filament and held in place with collodion. Five minutes at low
temperatures (800-1200'C) are required for the destruction of the resin bead and condition-
ing of the sample for stable ion emission. This technique produces high sensitivity for
uranium as well as plutonium. A sample of 1-3 ng of uranium results in a 5 to 8 volt
signal which lasted more than one hour. We have successfully measured uranium concentra-
tion as low as )0 ppb.

Table 1 shows some results utilizing certified NBS isotopic uranium standards. The
statistics shown represent one standard deviation on five separate loadings. All the re-
sults agree to better than 1.6 percent. The amount of sample on each bead was from 1-3 ng
of the element.

Table 1. Results of NBS Uranium Standards

NBS Number

U-930

U-750

U-500

U-200

U-100

U-030

U-010
U-950a (natural)

Certified
23SU/23SU

17.3437

3.1660

0.9997
0.2513

0.1136

0.0314

0.01014

0.007253

Measured
Z3SU/2

17.6259 ±

3.2013 ±

0.9993 t

0.2474 -

0.1143 t

0.03191 ±

0.01025 ±

0.007240 ±

38u

0.2699

0.0090

0.0053

O.O03O

0.0015

0.00064

0.00019
0.00021

Boron is used as a neutron capturing cgent and its concentration in a liquid-cooled
nuclear reactor is of utmost importance. Isotope dilution mass spectrometry using enriched
10B as a tracer would be an effective way of making that measurement. Boron isotopic
ratios have been determined using lesv than 100 ng of boron+in the form of Na2Bi,07 on a
platinum "V" shaped filament. Ion masses S3 and 89 (Na;.B02 ) were monitored to determine
the 10B/1!B ratio. These ratios have been determined at less than 1 percent standard de-
viation. Table 2 shows snme results of boron analysis.

Table 2. Boron Analysis

"Normal" Quadrupole
Boron Standard Analysis

1 0B/ nB ratio

1 0B/ nB ratio (!0B
spiked)

Measured amt. of B
in sample

Spark source isotope
dilution 480 ppm 840 (titration)

ppm
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